


➔ Google Analytics
➔ Google Tag manager



Google Analytics
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Website tag & event repository

Company website / 
landing page 

Search + display 
campaigns on Google

Traffic to website

Campaign goal 
setting & 
performance 
monitoring

Campaign data to Analytics

Visitor and 
event information

Conversion data to Ad platforms

- Implementation of 
Analytics

- Tag fires when event 
triggers on website. 
(=information that certain 
action was accomplished).



What are the benefits?

● Real time view to site users (where, when and what)
● Audience statistics (who)
● User acquisition per channel (i.e., direct, organic, 

social, paid advertising, email, referral)
● Also organic searches can be monitored separately
● User behavior on site (how, what)
● Advanced reporting capabilities

○ Accomplishment of certain, predetermined goals 
(together with Tag Manager)

○ KPI comparisons
○ Data can be filtered and customized

Google Analytics in a nutshell
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What are the benefits?

● Easy tag management of different platforms 
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter)

● Centralized tag management for easy access 
and maintainability

● Lower IT costs due to system efficiency and 
flexibility

● Removes the risk of breaking the main site, as 
main site code won’t be edited directly

● Faster site load time
● Accurate tag firing

Google Tag Manager in a nutshell
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- Logging on and user management
- Definitions to keep in mind
- Main view and navigation
- Audience insights
- Acquisition insights
- Behavior insights
- Goals and efficiency
- Segmentation
- Customization 

Google Analytics - main points



- Logging on to Google Analytics 
takes place on 
analytics.google.com using a 
Google account with access to 
GA for at least one view

- Access to accounts and 
properties managed through 
key contact that should be 
determined

- Detailed view access rights 
can be provided as needed 

Google Analytics - User management

http://analytics.google.com


Single property for X:
Tracks data for all instances

Single account for X: 
contains all sites

Views: Each view with 
separate data and 
customizable goals



Google Analytics - Definitions

- Session 
= site activity within 30min without leaving site

- Note: time can be altered

- Bounce
= user who entered page, but did not interact with it before leaving

- Note: interaction does not include scrolling page or background click unless event added

- User 
= all activity for browser connected to specific first time of entry

- Note: cookies can be deleted or expire in 90 days for each site

- New user 
= user without previous user ID in cookie

- People without previously set user ID in browser

- Note: devices are not connected, nor are e.g. some apps



Things to note: 
- View selection (top left)

- Note! It is advised to filter inside traffic

- Notifications (top right)
- Login options (top right)
- Insights (top right in pane)

- AI generated insights
- Ask specific questions

- Top level panes (middle)
- Lead to detailed reports

- Drill-down menu (left side)

Google Analytics - Navigation



Google Analytics - Insights



- Audience section provides insights 
on the users on your site

- These should be used to improve 
a) content, b) marketing

- NOTE:
- Select metrics for graph
- Split by other dimensions
- Change visualizations

- Places to look: 
- Active users
- User explorer
- Demographics
- Cities

Google Analytics - Audience
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- Acquisitions sections provides 
insights on how users land on site

- These measure  the efficiency and 
importance of the media you are 
using to get people to the site.

- Places to look: 
- All Traffic > Treemaps
- Campaigns (use UTM tagging!)
- Google Ads Keywords (user intent)

Google Analytics - Acquisition



- UTM tagging lets you add 
information about the specific 
link without changing the site it 
leads to 

- This can be used in customizing 
personal links for the sales 
process and later identifying 
(on company level) users based 
on their first used UTM tag

Google Analytics - Acquisition - UTM



- UTM links can be shortened so they look 
nicer (e.g., with bit.ly)

- They can be customized to your brand, e.g. 
shop.columbiaroad.com/myclient

- They will still carry the additional data and 
be easy to locate on Analytics

Google Analytics - Acquisition - UTM



- Behavior helps you 
understand what people do 
once on the site

- This section also has the 
Events sent from Tag 
Manager

- Places to look: 
- Top Events
- Landing pages
- Exit pages
- Events flow

Google Analytics - Behavior
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Google Analytics - Conversions
- Conversions let you know 

how many users are acting 
in ways useful to you

- Goals are defined using 
page visits, session 
duration, or specific event 
values

- Places to look: 
- Goals overview
- Assisted conversions
- Top conversion paths



- You can segment users 
based on user actions to 
find insights

- This slits users into those 
with certain actions, and 
those without them

- Noticing different patterns 
for segments allows you to 
react to events on the site

Google Analytics - Segmentation



Google Analytics - Segmentation



- On any report you are on 
(with segments selected) 
you can save the report for later 
use

- Dashboards can be built for 
segments or combinations of them

- Reports can be built for any 
metrics you feel is important
(limitations with dimensions)

Google Analytics - Customization



- Data is gathered 
to analytics 
based on the 
values entered in 
the tags

- These can be 
viewed in the 
BEHAVIOR → 
EVENTS section

- You can narrow 
down to specific 
data through 
selecting and 
segmenting 



- Actionable insights on 
products, product 
categories and funnel 
performance

- Requires some development 
setup

Google Analytics - eCommerce
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Google Analytics - eCommerce



3. Goals and KPIs



Possible KPIs
1. Page views (per user) 
2. Click through percentage (CTR), e.g., Facebook, 

SEM, SEO
a. Why: Buyer personas, attractiveness of 

the offering
3. Site traffic volume

a. Different channels
4. Conversion percentage on site

a. Banners, sign-up, sign-in => tagging 
5. Add to cart rate

a. How people end up in cart
6. Shopping cart abandonment (SCA) rate

a. Single products & whole basket
7. Conversion rate on site: from add-to-cart to 

purchase 
8. Customer churn rate (CCR)

a. Differences (e.g., those who ordered 
much before) vs. those who ordered just 
once

Click%

Overall 
traffic

Conversio
n%

Page
views

Churn%

Throughout 
the 
customer 
journey

Awareness
 –
EXTERNAL MEDIA

Consideration 
–
OPEN SITE

Decision
–
CLOSED SITE

Purchase and 
1st delivery
– 
CLOSED SITE

Customership 
–
CLOSED SITE / 
CRM

Cart 
abandon

%
Add to 
cart%

Conversio
n%



- EVENTS: Specific actions can be 
defined as triggers on Tag Manager

→ Relevant events and page views 
can be grouped together to form 
goals

- Groups can be created through 
ADMIN > VIEW > GOALS > NEW GOAL

Goals and KPIs



Introduction to
Google Tag Manager



➔ Tags on websites & mobile apps

➔ Provides more than 70 pre-built tag 
templates for “no-code” setup

➔ Google Analytics & Ads, Optimize, 
Floodlight, Hotjar, Facebook, Criteo...

➔ Custom code

Tag management system



➔ Adobe DTM

➔ Tealium

➔ TagCommander

➔ Ensighten

Other tag managers



➔ Small snippets of code, 
usually Javascript but can 
be also HTML & CSS

➔ Typically to add tracking for 
analytics, conversion, 
performance & remarketing

What are tags?



➔ GTM is a Javascript injector

➔ Dynamically adds tags to certain pages of a website or an app

➔ Tag code executes on a page and tracking data is sent to a given 
service e.g. Google Analytics

➔ Website/app needs to have a GTM Container code snippet installed

➔ All tags belong to a container which is managed via web admin UI

➔ GTM account is required to create a container

How does it work?



https://aukera.co.uk/blog/google-tag-manager-structure/

https://aukera.co.uk/blog/google-tag-manager-structure/


➔ Trigger tells the tag to fire when certain condition(s) is met

◆ E.g. add to cart event

➔ Variables can be used to store data so that it’s reusable for tags

◆ E.g. Facebook pixel ID, data collection from data layer

Triggers & variables



➔ Data layer is a Javascript array acting as a “middle storage” 
between a website/app and GTM

➔ For ecommerce e.g. information about products, prices, 
orders, purchase flow, user behaviour etc.

GTM and its data layer



GTM and its data layer

https://www.analyticsmania.com/post/ultimate-google-tag-manager-data-layer-tutorial/

https://www.analyticsmania.com/post/ultimate-google-tag-manager-data-layer-tutorial/


➔ It’s free

➔ Easy integration to Google’s services

➔ Enhanced Ecommerce for Google Analytics 

➔ Easy and fast to implement, preview, debug & publish with OOTB components

➔ Very flexible for customisations

➔ Save custom tags as templates & get more from community gallery

➔ Built-in version control and support for environments e.g. production & QA

➔ Workspaces for teams & external stakeholders

➔ Well supported & documented

Why use GTM?



➔ Most likely too complex/overkill e.g. for a simple content site (non-ecom)

➔ No dedicated support team (free version)

◆ Needs developer(s) for management

➔ Eventually a simple tag manager

◆ Paid solutions might be more suitable for enterprise needs
◆ Google Tag Manager 360 adds enterprise level support and features

➔ (Dependency on Google)

Why not to use GTM?



➔ Tags might also need updates, refactoring & clean-up

➔ Flexibility & custom solutions vs. complexity & technical debt

➔ Best practises & consistency when working with multiple 
stakeholders

➔ Documentation

Good to keep in mind



➔ Example of using a template and custom tag

➔ Debugging tools

◆ GTM preview mode & debug tools
◆ Browser dev tools
◆ Dataslayer
◆ Datalayer checker
◆ UPDATE: Try GTM/GA debug extensions for Chrome, it’s 

awesome!

Implementation & debugging



➔ Official developer guide https://developers.google.com/tag-manager/devguide

➔ Simo Ahava’s blog https://www.simoahava.com/categories/gtm-tips

➔ Enhanced Ecommerce

◆ https://developers.google.com/tag-manager/enhanced-ecommerce

◆ https://www.simoahava.com/tags/#enhanced-ecommerce-list

Good resources

https://developers.google.com/tag-manager/devguide
https://www.simoahava.com/categories/gtm-tips
https://developers.google.com/tag-manager/enhanced-ecommerce
https://www.simoahava.com/tags/#enhanced-ecommerce-list



